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Abstract

Background: The accuracy in estimating forest ecosystem carbon storage has drawn extensive attention of
researchers in the field of global climate change. However, incomparable data sources and various estimation
methods have led to significant differences in the estimation of forest carbon storage at large scales.

Methods: In this study, we reviewed fundamental types of forest carbon storage estimation methods and their
applications in China.

Results: Results showed that the major forest carbon storage estimation methods were classified into 3 major
categories and 15 subcategories focusing on vegetation carbon storage estimation, soil carbon storage estimation, and
litter carbon storage estimation, respectively. The application in China showed that there have been 3 development
stages of research in China since the 1990s. Studies of forest carbon storage estimation in province scales were
conducted more frequently in the northeastern, eastern and southwestern provinces such as Zhejiang, Heilongjiang
and Sichuan with high forest coverage or large forest area. Inventory-based methods, soil type method, and biomass
model were the main forest estimation methods used in China, focusing on vegetation, soil and litter carbon storage
estimation respectively. Total forest carbon storage of China was approximate 28.90 Pg C, and the average vegetation
carbon density (42.04 ± 5.39Mg·ha− 1) was much lower than that of the whole world (71.60 Mg·ha− 1). Vegetation
carbon density from average biomass method was the highest (57.07 Mg·ha− 1) through comparing nine types of
vegetation carbon storage estimation methods applied during 1989 to 1993.

Conclusions: Many studies on forest carbon storages have been carried out in China at patch scales or regional scales.
These efforts enabled the research of forest carbon storage to reach a relatively advanced stage. Meanwhile, the
accumulation of massive research data provides the basis for subsequent research work. Some challenges are also
existing. This review could provide a reference for more accurate estimation of forest carbon storage in the future.
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Background
Forest ecosystem is one of the most important parts of
terrestrial ecosystems and the largest carbon pool, occu-
pying an integral position in global carbon cycle of ter-
restrial ecosystems (Liu et al. 1997; Fang et al. 1998;
Wang et al. 2001; Kuuluvainen and Gauthier 2018; Zhao
et al. 2019). The world’s total forest area was about 4 bil-
lion hectares, corresponding to about 31% of the total
land area (FAO 2011, 2016). Over 86% of the global
vegetation carbon pool and over 73% of the global soil
carbon pool are stored in forest ecosystem (Dixon et al.

1994). Forest ecosystem has higher productivity than any
other terrestrial ecosystems, with its fixed carbon ac-
counting for more than two-thirds of the total amount
in terrestrial ecosystems each year (Fang et al. 2001a, b).
The forest area of China is among the top five globally
and covers 20.36% of the country’s total area (FAO
2016). As researched, Chinese forests have served as a
carbon sink over the past few decades (Piao et al. 2005a, b;
Ju et al. 2007; Fang et al. 2014; Zeng 2014; Zhang et al.
2015), which was primarily due to large-scale afforestation
efforts in China, where the forest area increased by 2 mil-
lion hectares per year in the 1990s and by an average of 3
million hectares per year since 2000 (Fang et al. 2018; Lu
et al. 2018).
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Forest ecosystem carbon storage mainly includes forest
vegetation carbon storage, soil carbon storage, and litter
carbon storage (Lafleur et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2014; Hérault
and Piponiot 2018). Accurate estimation of forest ecosys-
tem carbon storage is a major issue that has drawn exten-
sive attention of researches in the field of global climate
change. In countries with advanced forestry technologies,
such as the United States (Lal 2005; Tian et al. 2015;
Domke et al. 2016, 2017), Canada (Liu et al. 1997; Bhatti
et al. 2002; Sage et al. 2019), Europe (Neumann et al.
2016; Vanguelova et al. 2016; Rodríguez Martín et al.
2016) and Russia (Warnant et al. 1994; Krankina et al.
1996; Filipchuk et al. 2018), a great deal of research has
been conducted on the estimation of forest ecosystem car-
bon storage. China has also conducted extensive research
in this field (Fang et al. 1998; Liu et al. 2000; Fang and
Chen 2001; Zhang et al. 2013a; Ji et al. 2016; Liu et al.
2017; Chen et al. 2019) since the 1950s. However, varying
data sources, different estimation methods and different
scales of study area have led to significant differences in
the estimation of forest carbon storage. What’s more,
given that China comprises several climatic forest types,
which could be divided into 7 subtypes based on climatic
characteristics (Additional file 1: Table S2). These sub-
types of forest ecosystem have different biological and abi-
otic conditions, responding differently to climate change.
In this review, we summarized and analyzed fundamental
types of forest carbon storage estimation methods in re-
cent decades, which were classified into 3 major categories
and 15 subcategories focusing on vegetation carbon stor-
age estimation, soil carbon storage estimation, and litter
carbon storage estimation, respectively. We also reviewed
studies focusing on regional carbon storage estimation of
forest ecosystem in China in order to discover the devel-
opment status and research trends in the future. This re-
view could provide references for more accurate
estimation of forest carbon storage in China and provide
technical support to combat climate change in policies
and actions.

Fundamental types of forest carbon storage
estimation
Carbon storage in forest ecosystem mainly includes vege-
tation carbon storage, soil carbon storage, and litter car-
bon storage. Estimation of these storages generally used
different methods. Estimation methods of forest carbon
storage were applied to different forest types in various
scales by researchers (Zhang et al. 2005; Wang 2009).

Vegetation carbon storage estimation
Methods for vegetation carbon storage estimation can
be mainly divided into three basic types: (1) inventory-
based estimation, (2) satellite-based estimation, and (3)
process-based estimation (Piao et al. 2009).

Inventory-based estimation
Inventory-based estimation is a group of classical study
methods of carbon accumulation within forest ecosys-
tems (Fang et al. 1998; Fang and Chen 2001; Jia 2016).
These methods were applied to estimate forest carbon
storage based on regional forest inventory data, such as
forest types, stand age, stand density, stand volume,
mean tree height and diameter at breast height (DBH)
(Tang et al. 2018). In the past decades, average biomass
method, volume-derived method, biomass regression
equation and conversion factor continuous method were
the four most commonly used methods for estimating
vegetation carbon storage based on inventory data
(Table 1). These four methods have their own unique
advantages and disadvantages. For example, average bio-
mass method tends to overestimate vegetation carbon
storage because results based on field measurements are
usually greater than the average level in a region or a
country (Dixon et al. 1994). The detailed descriptions of
these four methods are shown in Table 1.

Satellite-based estimation
With the application of modern technologies such as Re-
mote Sensing (RS), Geographic Information System
(GIS) and Global Positioning System (GPS) at different
scales, multi-source remote sensing data have become
alternative means of quantifying forest aboveground bio-
mass/carbon storage (Wulder et al. 2012). At present,
there are three main types of datasets used for estimat-
ing vegetation carbon storage: optical remote sensing
data, synthetic aperture radar satellite data (SAR), and
Lidar data (LiDAR).
A large number of studies that focused on above-

ground biomass inversion using optical remote sensing
data have been conducted. The main principle is to con-
struct relationships between band combination and for-
est stand volume. Hame et al. (1997) constructed
empirical relationships of TM3 and TM4 band with for-
est stand volume based on field sampling data, and ap-
plied these empirical relationships to estimate forest
carbon storage of northern Finland using AVHRR1 and
AVHRR2 bands data. Shaban (2011) took LiDAR and
TM remote sensing data to estimate forest stand volume
and area in the region of Waldkirch Forest in southwest-
ern Germany. In China, Xing et al. (2004) established re-
gression model between LandSat ETM+ data and
biomass of larch forest to estimate the regional forest
biomass. Xu et al. (2012) extracted data from QuickBird
images in the region of Houbaisha Forest Farm in Fujian
Province, and constructed BP artificial neural network to
estimate forest biomass. Zhang et al. (2013b) constructed
a partial least squares forest stand volume estimation
model using topographic, remote sensing and sample
environment factors as independent variables based on
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TM data and compared its accuracy with the results of
principal component analysis and multiple stepwise re-
gression. Optical remote sensing is extremely intuitive
and sensitive, but the limitations such as limited wave-
length range, non-penetrable canopy, or interaction with
leaves would affect the inversion results.
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has great advantages in

estimating forest biomass and storage due to its all-
weather, all-day, weather-insensitive imaging technology.
Toan et al. (1992) estimated forest biomass based on
multi-band and multi-polarization AIRSAR. Imhoff
(1995) studied radar echo intensity of forests with same
biomass level but significantly different structures using
MIMICS model and canopy statistics data, resulting in a
more in-depth analysis of forest biomass estimation by
forest stand structure. SAR has a certain degree of pene-
trability to forest canopy, the longer the wavelength, the
greater the penetration, being able to obtain different
canopy depths and forest structure levels data by utiliz-
ing different bands or sensors (Nelson et al. 2007).
Though with such advantages, SAR signals are largely
dependent on terrain and electromagnetic wave wave-
lengths and are not yet widely applied in China due to
technical reasons.
Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is an active ran-

ging technology. It has the ability to efficiently measure
three-dimensional structures, particularly in estimating
height and spatial structure of trees. Bortolot and
Wynne (2005) estimated regional forest biomass using a
regression equation based on identification of single
wood using LiDAR technology. Thomas et al. (2006) es-
timated biomass of mixed forest in northern Ontario,
Canada by using different sampling density LiDAR
points cloud data. Nelson et al. (2007) improved LiDAR
by combining very high frequency radar (VHF-RaDAR)
volume scattering. The results showed that the estima-
tion of forest biomass by LiDAR system reached to a
fairly high degree of precision. Liu et al. (2013) took
Changbai larch forest as the research object in Changbai
Mountain Area of Heilongjiang Province. The research
used airborne radar point cloud data to identify single

wood parameters such as DBH and tree height, and esti-
mated biomass of single wood. LiDAR is able to obtain
high-precision vertical structure information of forest,
which plays an important role in the extraction of forest
structure parameters. However, ice, cloud and land ele-
vation satellite - geoscience laser altimeter system (ICE-
SAT-GLAS) is currently the only spaceborne LiDAR in
the world which is owned by National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). It focuses on ice and
vegetation in high latitudes with low frequency of revisit-
ing. At present, the most prevalent technology is still air-
borne laser radar, which is very efficient but expensive.

Process-based estimation
Process-based estimation could also be divided into two
main types: geostatistical modeling and mechanism model-
ing. Geostatistical modeling combines forest inventory data
with topography, elevation, slope, aspect, and other envir-
onmental factors to construct statistical models to estimate
forest biomass at regional scales using geostatistical
methods. Kriging interpolation, K-nearest-neighbours in-
verse distance interpolation, partial least squares, regression
kriging and machine learning are the most commonly used
methods for geostatistical models. Destan et al. (2013) stud-
ied spatial estimation of forest biomass carbon using spatial
interpolation and multi-criteria decision analysis. Shaban
(2011) estimated forest volume and basement area of the
Waldkirch forest in southwestern Germany using K-near,
support vector machine, random forest and artificial neural
network, respectively. The results showed that estimation
of forest volume by radial-based neural network was more
precise than those of other methods. Among them, artificial
neural network (ANN) model is widely used for forest bio-
mass estimation (Foody et al. 2001; Cutler et al. 2012; Deng
et al. 2014; Zhu and Liu 2015).
Mechanism modeling could be used to quantitatively

describe the process of forest carbon cycle and estimate
forest carbon storage (Chen 2004). Based on the spatial
scales of studies, mechanism modeling methods could
be further divided into methods at the patch scale and at
the regional scale, respectively (Fig. 1).

Table 1 Four commonly used methods for estimating vegetation carbon storage based on inventory data

Methods Description Basic formula Data needed Application
Scale

Inventory-based estimation Average biomass method Y = A × y × d Average biomass or average carbon density,
carbon content rate, forest area

regional

Volume- derived method Y = A × (a × V + b) × d Stand volume, forest area, carbon content rate regional

Biomass regression equation Y = A × a × (DbH)c × d Diameter at breast height, tree height, forest area,
carbon content rate

regional

Conversion factor continuous
method

BEF ¼ aþ b
V

Y = A × V × BEF × d
Stand volume, forest area, carbon content rate regional

while Y is vegetation carbon storage, A is the forest area, y is average biomass or average density, V is stand volume, D is diameter at breast height, H is tree
height, d is carbon content rate of forest, BEF is biomass expansion factor, which was derived from stand volume, a, b, and c are constant changed along with
forest types or climatic zones
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The methodology of vegetation carbon storage estima-
tion models at the patch scale is designed specifically for
forest stands. Initial values and output validation could
be obtained through forest inventory. The simulated
mechanistic processes first focus on individual organs of
a single tree, and then focus on forest stand scale.
Models at patch scales simulation are more realistic and
the values of vegetation carbon storage are able to
achieve higher accuracy through calibration process.
However, high quality forest data is required, and this
method may not be easily applied to global and even re-
gional carbon storage estimation. The vegetation carbon
storage estimation models at the regional scale could be
dynamically applied in any region. The time series value
could be obtained through remote sensing and other ru-
dimentary methods. Finally, the carbon storage of larger
regions and even the global scale could be estimated
(Warnant et al. 1994; Bugmann and Solomon 1995;
Frolking et al. 1996; Haxeltine and Prentice 1996; Ito
and Oikawa 2002; Chen 2004; Lee et al. 2014; Tian et al.
2011, 2015).

Soil carbon storage estimation
At present, plenty of research has been carried out to es-
timate soil organic carbon storage. For example, studies

have shown that global total soil organic carbon storages
may range from 700 to 2946 Pg C in 100 cm depth (Jin
et al. 2000; O'Rourke et al. 2015), and China takes up
69.1 to 185.7 Pg C (Wang et al. 2004; Yang et al. 2007).
Much of this SOC is found in forest ecosystem with the
value about 300 Pg C (Domke et al. 2017), and there was
about 20 Pg C of forest in China (Fang et al. 2018).
There are four main methods for estimating soil organic
carbon storage.

(1) Soil type method. This method obtains soil carbon
organic storage of taxonomic unit based on
different soil type sampling data, then calculate
regional soil organic carbon storage according to
the soil type map. Bohn (1982) estimated global
carbon storages at 2200 Pg C. Eswaran et al. (1993)
estimated global carbon storage at 1576 Pg C based
on revised soil map of Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO). Batjes (1996) divided the
world soil map into 259, 200 basic grid units to
calculate average carbon density of the basic grid
cells on the basis of soil physicochemical properties
and gravel contents, and estimated global soil
organic carbon storage to be 1462–1548 Pg C at
the depth of 1 m. The Forth Assessment report of

Fig. 1 Types of mechanism models on forest vegetation carbon storage estimation
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the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC 2007) indicated that global forest contains
317 Pg SOC in soils (in the top 30 cm). Xie et al.
(2004) estimated SOC of 1 m thickness under
different vegetation types in China was 17.3 Pg.

(2) Life belt method. Regional soil organic storage can
be calculated by multiplying soil organic carbon
density of different life belts or ecosystems with
their areas. Post and Mann (1990) subdivided soil
density according to geographical distribution,
vegetation and climatic factors based on soil data
from 2696 soil profiles, and then estimated global
soil organic carbon storage at 1395 Pg C.

(3) Soil carbon empirical modeling method. Soil
organic carbon was affected by many factors.
Therefore, regression relationships could be
established among soil organic carbon density and
their surrounding environment factors, climatic
variables, soil properties, topography to estimate
regional forest soil organic carbon storage. The
total organic carbon stock of Sichuan forest soil was
(2394.26 ± 514.15) Tg C, with average carbon
density of 190.45Mg·ha− 1, which was estimated by
empirical modeling method (Huang et al. 2009).

(4) Process-based modeling method. This approach
generally takes soil structure, temperature, water
content, and vegetation cover (for turnover rate
calculation) into consideration, and divides soil into
different carbon pools to simulate the process of
soil carbon cycle according to decomposition rate.
RothC, SOMM, Yasso, CENTURY, and ROMUL
are the typical representation of such models (Xu
et al. 2018). Han (2012) used RothC to stimulate
soil carbon dynamic of forest in the Qinling
Mountains, the results showed that 68.66 Tg C
would be fixed during 2000–2020.

Litter carbon storage estimation
Litter accounts for only 5% of the total carbon storage of
forest ecosystem, but it is an indispensable part of car-
bon pool, as well as an important part of material circu-
lation of forest ecosystem. It is also the link between
vegetation carbon pool and soil carbon pool (Pan et al.
2011). Carbon storage of litter could be calculated by
multiplying existing amount of litter and carbon content
of litter. There are two widely applied methods.

(1) Biomass modeling method. This method constructs
relationship between litter and aboveground
biomass. Then the amount of litter could be
calculated with known aboveground biomass. On
the basis of known carbon content of litter, carbon
storage of litter can be estimated (Domke et al.
2016).

(2) Process-based modeling method. These models take
decomposition process of litter into consideration.
Carbon storage of litter is estimated by calculating
the decomposition and turnover rate of organic
carbon in the litter layer. At present, several
representative models have been established, such
as RothC, SOMM, Yasso, CENTURY, and ROMUL
(Xu 2014).

Studies on forest carbon storages in China
In the database of “Web of Science”, we searched key-
words which relate to the subject by different levels. The
main keywords were “forest or forest ecosystem”, “China”,
“carbon storage”, and “carbon stock”. In total, 2761 stud-
ies related to forest carbon storage in China published
between 1991 and 2018 were found by searching differ-
ent combinations of the keywords.

Research stages on forest carbon storages in China
In terms of the numbers of related research publications,
there have been 3 development stages of research in
China since the 1990s (Fig. 2): the beginning stage
(1991–2000), the popularization stage (2001–2012), and
the acceleration stage (2013–now).
As noted, the research on forest carbon storage started

relatively late in China. There were only 26 studies pub-
lished from 1991 to 2000 were found. Methods used
during this beginning stage were largely introduced from
abroad. These efforts became the basic framework for
the subsequent popularization and acceleration stages.
During 2001–2012, global climate change was payed

high attention. The number of studies focusing on forest
carbon storage in China reached to 895, which was ap-
proximately 34.5 times the number of studies in the be-
ginning stage. In the current stage (2013–now), the
number of published studies has reached to 1840, which
is much higher than that of the popularization stage.
This pattern indicates that estimation of forest carbon
storage has become a popular research field in China. In
these two stages, methodologies of estimating forest car-
bon storage improved gradually. The modern technolo-
gies started to be widely used, such as SAR and LiDAR.
These improvements significantly improved the accuracy
of forest carbon storage estimation.

Distribution of research areas in China
In order to review regional research status in China, 485
research publications on regional (taking a province as
the regional scale, excluding Hong Kong, Macao and
Taiwan) estimation of forest carbon storage in China
were selected for quantitative analysis. Each province
has conducted the research on estimation of forest car-
bon storage at different research frequencies (Fig. 3).
There were more studies conducted in the northeastern,
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eastern and southwestern provinces. Zhejiang ranked
first with 39 studies, followed by Heilongjiang with 38
studies and Sichuan with 32 studies.
In this review, we analyzed the correlation between re-

search frequencies with forest coverage, forest area and
GDP of each province. Correlation analysis showed that re-
search frequencies were significantly positively correlated

with forest coverage (p = 0.0003) and forest area (p =
0.002). GDP also had correlation with research frequencies,
but not significant (p = 0.06) (Table 2). This correlation
analysis may partly explain why higher frequencies of re-
search on forest carbon storage occurred in the northeast-
ern, eastern and southwestern provinces with high forest
coverage or large forest area.

Fig. 2 Development stages of forest carbon estimation in China

Fig. 3 Distribution pattern of research frequencies in China
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Research methods used in China
In order to analyze research methods used on estimation
of forest carbon storage, 500 publications were reviewed.
Methods used were divided into 15 types. Inventory-based
methods were used 249 times for vegetation carbon esti-
mation (Fig. 4). Among inventory-based methods, volume
derived method (V2) and conversion factor continuous
method (V4) were adopted mostly. Numbers of satellite-
based methods used increased to 65 times, while ORS
(V5) was used 58 times. SAR (V6) and LiDAR (V7) need
to be applied further. There were also many studies used
process-based methods to estimate vegetation carbon in
China, including geostatistical models (V8, 21 times) and
process-based models (V9, 36 times).
In terms of soil carbon estimation, four main methods

were adopted by researchers for 93 times in our review
(Fig. 4). Soil type method (S1) was adopted 79 times,
which occupied 84.95% of all methods used. The other
three methods (S2, S3, S4) were adopted relatively fewer.
Studies of litter carbon estimation were significant less
than those of vegetation and soil carbon estimation. In
our review, only two types of litter carbon estimation
methods were found, and totally be used 31 times. Bio-
mass model was more commonly adopted to estimate
litter carbon storage (Fig. 5).

Carbon storage estimation of forest ecosystem in China
Total carbon storage of forest ecosystem in China was
calculated in previous work. Vegetation-C, Soil-C (0–
100 cm soil layer), and litter-C storage were estimated at
8.65 ± 1.52 (after 2007), 21.16 ± 5.39, and 0.86 ± 0.08 Pg
C, respectively, with an approximately sum of 28.90 Pg
C storage in Chinese forest ecosystem. The average
densities of vegetation-C, Soil-C (0–100 cm soil layer),
and litter-C storage were approximately 43.11 ± 10.42,
132.70 ± 36.90, and 6.68 ± 1.33Mg·ha− 1, respectively
(Additional file 1: Table S1).
Figure 5 showed the temporal pattern of forest storage

and carbon density of vegetation-C. The temporal pat-
tern could be divided into two stages. In the first stage,
carbon storage of vegetation decreased from 5.06 Pg C
(1949) to 4.10 ± 0.56 Pg C (1973–1976), and then in-
creased to 9.65 ± 0.60 Pg C (2009–2013). Carbon density
of vegetation changed between 35.50 ± 5.65Mg·ha− 1

(1984–1988) and 50.71 ± 5.65Mg·ha− 1 (2009–2013),
with an average value of 42.04 ± 5.39Mg·ha− 1, which
was much lower than that of the whole world (71.60
Mg·ha− 1) (Sun et al. 2016).
In order to compare the differences between vegetation

carbon estimation methods, studies which were conducted
between 1989 and 1993 were selected (for the data were
comparable over the same time period). A total of 13
studies focusing on forest vegetation carbon storage in
China were reviewed. Among the selected studies, 4 types
of inventory-based methods and 3 mechanism models
were used to estimate forest vegetation carbon storage
(Table 3). However, there was no satellite-based method
used to estimate whole forest vegetation carbon storage
during this period. Estimated carbon densities varied due
to different estimation methods. Carbon densities esti-
mated from BIOME3 and CEVSA model were much
higher than those from CASA model and inventory-based
methods. In terms of inventory-based estimation, average
carbon density from average biomass method was the
highest (57.07Mg·ha− 1), followed by that from conversion
factor continuous method (39.99 ± 3.66Mg·ha− 1), biomass
regression eq. (37.00Mg·ha− 1), and volume-derived
Method (36.84 ± 4.03Mg·ha− 1) (Table 3).

Research trends
These quantitative statistics confirm the obviously in-
creasing trends in forest ecosystem carbon storage re-
search in China. Throughout the three stages of
development in China, we can see a notable shift toward
increasing academic practitioners and research methods.
These produce lots of different types of dataset. Based
on the massive data, we need furthermore quantitative
studies to obtain more accurate estimation results.

(1) More up to date and effective forest survey data are
needed. Forest inventory data are recognized as the
most reliable sources of data for global carbon cycle
research (Smith et al. 2002). In our review,
differences in datasets appear to be the main factors
on explaining variation in the forest carbon storage.
Most previous studies at national scale used
national inventory data (once every 5 years since
1973) and remote sensing data to estimate
vegetation-C storage, and used Second National Soil
Survey (1979–1985) data to calculate soil-C storage
(Yu et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2018). Litter-C storage was
estimated based on vegetation biomass data
obtained from national forest inventory data (Wen
and He 2016; Zhu et al. 2017). These data have
certain time delay, and several sources of errors that
may cause uncertainties in carbon stocks estimates
were existed, such as, the definitions of tree
components (stem, branch, leaf, root may varied in

Table 2 Influencing factors resulting regional research
frequencies and their relationship (n = 31)

Research frequency Coverage Forest area GDP

Research frequency 1.00

Coverage 0.60** 1.00

Forest area 0.53** 0.31 1.00

GDP 0.34 0.15 −0.15 1.00

Notes: **p < 0.01
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different samplings), the variations in inventory
methods, no distinction between forest types, and
the relatively small amount of sample data (forest
area and timber volume) (Pan et al. 2004). Thus,
recent and comprehensive data would be needed in
order to facilitate more accurate estimations, and
intensive field survey is needed (Tang et al. 2018).
Network of long-term, largescale field experiments
are needed to reduce scaling uncertainty, for
example, different sampling times may lead to
uncertainties in estimation accuracy. Thus,
sampling time also needs to be taken into

consideration, in parallel with improving the
precision of carbon estimation by developing
observation techniques, increasing observation
frequencies and parameters.

(2) Mechanism process and control factors of forest
carbon cycle needed advanced research. The forest
carbon stock not only influenced by forest growth
but also by conditional factors (such as geographical
condition, regional temperature, precipitation,
nitrogen deposition, microbial activity) (Liu et al.
2012). These conditional factors formed different
forest types, contributing to forest carbon stock

Fig. 4 Frequencies of research methods used in China

Fig. 5 Temporal pattern of forest carbon storage and carbon density of Vegetation-C in China
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estimation (Asner et al. 2009; Barbosa et al. 2014).
For forest biomass carbon estimation, forest types
and tree species have great impacts on carbon
estimates (Neumann et al. 2016), the highest
biomass of mature forests occurred mainly in the
mid-latitude regions where mean annual temperatures
were 8–10 °C and mean annual precipitation was
between 1000 and 2500mm (Liu et al. 2014). Here it
is also important to know the definition of the various
tree compartments of different tree species as this also
affects the results (Jenkins et al. 2003). What’s more,
carbon is derived by multiplying biomass with the
carbon fraction, which differed by ecoregion (Thomas
and Martin 2012), tree species (Lamlom and Savidge
2003), tree compartment (Lamlom and Savidge 2006;
Poorter et al. 2012), ages (Köhl et al. 2017), or by
locations (Ma et al. 2018). For soil organic carbon and
litter carbon estimation, total C of soils significantly
increased with altitude (Tashi et al. 2016), given the
key processes of SOC are temperature-dependent.
Root respiration and microbial decomposition are also
subject to water limitation (Davidson and Janssens
2006). In order to improve SOC and litter carbon
estimates, surveys are needed to carried out per biome,
climatic zone, vegetation group, soil group with
routinely measured in inventories like stem volume.
Therefore, the relationship between forest carbon
estimation and environmental condition indicates the
need to study the varying patterns of those climatic
variables in certain places.
What’s more, nutrient availability will be also need
to take into consideration to evaluate its impacts on
forest productivity and stocks, for terrestrial carbon
storage is dependent on the availability of nitrogen
for plant growth (Wieder et al. 2015). And

management activities such as thinning or
harvesting which could decrease the SOC content
should also to be considered (Jandl et al. 2007).

(3) Forest carbon storage estimation methods need to
be more comprehensive and accurate. Part of
uncertainties in forest carbon storage estimates may
be caused by environmental drivers while the rest is
an effect of the estimation methodology (Jenkins
et al. 2003). Differences in the methods may
partially contribute to the large uncertainty of
carbon storage estimation at large scales (Xu et al.
2018). Most previous studies calculated vegetation-
C storage, soil-C storage, and litter-C storage based
on ecosystem type, vegetation type, or soil type,
respectively (Zhang et al. 2013a; Yang et al. 2014).
In the future, studies should incorporate data of cli-
mate, vegetation and land use to improve the esti-
mation methods. Large scales should be divided
into small plaques with their own characteristics in
order to generate more accurate estimation.
Furthermore, different key parameters selected for
evaluation (e.g. plant C content, soil bulk density,
soil depth, and areas) may also cause large
uncertainties in carbon storage estimation (Yang
et al. 2011). With the growth of the technologies,
the integration of LiDAR and VHR satellite imaging
is a good combination for better biomass mapping
with spatial accuracy. With the availability of
various scales of remote sensing imagery, from
coarser to higher resolution, integration of this
multisensory technology could improve the
estimation from local to regional scales’ estimation
(Baccini et al. 2012). The development of modelling
regression to acquire the best estimation of forest
carbon storage would be a new direction, especially

Table 3 Research on forest vegetation carbon storage in China during 1989–1993

Estimation Methods Forest area
(104 km2)

Carbon density
(Mg·ha− 1)

Carbon storage
(Pg C)

Reference

Volume-derived method 108.64 38.70 4.20 (Liu et al. 2000)

Volume-derived method 108.63 34.29 3.73 (Wang et al. 2001)

Volume-derived method 91.43 41.32 3.78 (Zhao and Zhou 2004)

Volume-derived method 108.64 37.87 4.11 (Xu et al. 2007)

Volume-derived method 108.64 38.85 4.22 (Wu et al. 2008)

Volume-derived method 199.78 30.04 6.00 (Zhang et al. 2013a)

Average biomass method 108.62 57.07 6.20 (Zhou et al. 2000)

Biomass regression equation 108.6 37.00 4.02 (Pan et al. 2004)

Conversion factor continuous method 108.63 42.58 4.63 (Fang et al. 2001b)

Conversion factor continuous method 131.8 37.40 4.93 (Fang et al. 2007)

BIOME3 127.06 71.70 9.11 (Nan 2001)

CEVSA 121.63 71.69 8.72 (Li et al. 2003)

CASA Model 127.89 45.30 5.79 (Piao et al. 2005a, b)
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after the breakthrough in the field of deep learning.
Some convolutional neural network algorithm
(CNN) may have potential for estimating forest
carbon stocks combine with remote sensing images,
such as Alex (Hafemann et al. 2014). From the
modeling perspective, divergent model estimates of
carbon dynamics informed us of cautiously
interpreting current model and its feedback to
climate system. How to improve and validate model
performance in simulating long-term forest carbon
dynamics is a bigger challenge, which should be
employ biogeochemical processes, including
photosynthesis, absorption, and carbon allocation
into the models.

(4) The effect and feedback of climate change on forest
carbon stocks could be considered seriously. The
carbon density of the forests, exhibited a strong
correlation with climate, it decreased with
increasing temperature but increased with
increasing precipitation. SOC is sensitive to global
change effects, particularly climate (Tian et al.
2015). Another uncertainty derived from the
climate change is soil respiration, which has been
extensively studied through field experiments,
laboratory incubations, and ecosystem modeling.
Rising atmospheric CO2 is expected to stimulate
plant growth and soil C input but may also alter
microbial decomposition. The combined effect of
these responses on long-term C storage is unclear,
climate change can both increase NPP in some
regions or decrease it in other regions
(Van Groenigen et al. 2014). How optimally
competitive tree allocation should change in
response to elevated atmospheric CO2 along a
gradient of nitrogen and light availability, together
with how those changes should affect carbon
storage in living biomass need to be investigated.

(5) Forest carbon storage estimation in China needs to
consider more about forest status and development
trends. Wood density is strongly correlated to tree
ring width (MacPeak et al. 1990; Repola 2006;
Ledermann and Neumann 2006) but also to tree
age. It is well known that constant biomass
expansion factors tend to overestimate biomass for
young trees and underestimate biomass for older
trees (Pietsch and Hasenauer 2002). More than 80%
of the forests in China belong to immature forests
with young and poor quality secondary forests,
which were the main reasons for the low carbon
storage and carbon density of forests in China
(Liu et al. 2000; Zhao and Zhou 2004). The higher
carbon estimation obtained along with time may be
due to the implementation of key ecological
restoration projects (e.g. Three-North Shelter

Forest Program 4th Phase, Yangtze River Shelter
Forest Project and Zhujiang River Shelter Forest
Project 2nd Phase, Natural Forest Protection
Project, etc.). These ecological restoration projects
have contributed to carbon sequestration in the
vegetation and soil in recent decades. In addition,
China comprises several climatic forest types, which
would response to climate change in different
extents, more attention should be payed to the
effects of climate change on varied climatic forest
types.

Conclusion and suggestion
China is a mountainous country with a vast territory and
complex terrain, as well as comprises several climatic
zones including cold, temperate, subtropics and tropics.
The diversities of terrestrial ecosystems under different
climate zones and land-use changes are very compli-
cated. Various factors such as vegetation type and prod-
uctivity, temperature, soil moisture, soil properties and
nutrient, and disturbance regimes varied with climate
change can affect the dynamic of forest carbon. As the
most important part of terrestrial ecosystems, many
studies on forest carbon storages have been carried out
in China at patch scales or regional scales. These efforts
enabled the research of forest carbon storage to reach a
relatively advanced stage. Meanwhile, the accumulation
of massive research data provides the basis for subse-
quent research work. Some challenges are also existing.
One of the major uncertainties is forest inventory data
of China were not comprehensive enough and detailed.
The lack of dynamic monitoring data, economic forest,
shrub layer and underground biomass data resulted in
inaccurate estimation of forest carbon storage. Another
uncertainty is derived from the climate sensitivity and
differences in divergent carbon estimation models. To
address nutrient limitation that affects NPP, biomass
formation, litterfall, and SOC decomposition is of critical
significance for accurately estimating carbon stocks as
well as future projections. Therefore, in order to im-
prove estimation accuracy of forest carbon storage, (1)
long-term follow-up observation of forest ecosystem
changes is necessary, (2) basic information of forest re-
sources should be constantly enriched and updated so as
to improve the precision of inventory sampling, (3) esti-
mation methods should be refined and unified continu-
ously, models ought to have better representation of the
estimation of initial NPP, litter composition, decay, and
net nitrogen mineralization by comparing model per-
formance against site level observations, and (4) the inte-
gration of multisensory technologies such as deep
learning algorithm and remote sensing may be a new
meaningful direction.
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